EDITOR’S NOTE

It is with great pride that I announce the second issue of *The Forum*. When Dr. Trice first invited Katrina Chludzinski and me to partake in this project in 2008, we had bold dreams for what we wanted this journal to become. Two years later, I am happy to say that many of them have been realized.

From the beginning, we wanted this journal to welcome a range of perspectives. Titling our journal *The Forum*, therefore, was no accident—it stemmed from our hope that this journal would provide an outlet for student work irrespective of an author’s major, level of study, or institutional affiliation. With this issue, we have come closer to fully actualizing that goal. While most of this issue’s papers were written by Cal Poly students, we received submissions from students at four different universities and are pleased to include a paper from a recent graduate of UC Berkeley. *The Forum* hopes to welcome students from many other universities in the future.

Katrina and I also wanted this journal to become widely available. Thanks to the help of Cal Poly librarian Marisa Ramirez, *The Forum* is now available electronically via the Cal Poly Digital Commons. This resource is undoubtedly a valuable means for our contributors to share their work with family, friends, and the academic community.

As both Katrina and I graduate this year, this issue marks a turning point for *The Forum*. Though saddened to leave this project behind, we depart knowing that next year’s executive editors will continue to help this journal grow. *The Forum* has come a long way in the past two years and we are eager to see where future editors will lead it. Although it is young, *The Forum* is an important project that not only serves as a necessary outlet for student work, but also epitomizes Cal Poly’s “learn by doing” philosophy and encapsulates the goals of Phi Alpha Theta to promote the study of history and foster intellectual exchange—I hope that it will continue to do so for many years to come.

Keith Goodwin
*Co-Executive Editor*